the data fit functional ill need not be a negative log-likelihood. We shall assume that the data fit functional ill (e) approaches a limiting functional I(e) as n -too. It is easy to identify 1(e) in most concrete examples; see section 1.1 below. The limiting functional is used to identify a target parameter eo; again see section 1.1. Penalized likelihood procedures have been used in practice for density and hazard estimation, generalized non-parametric regression, and more general nonlinear inverse problems. The purpose of this paper is to provide a framework for studying the error characteristics of such estimation schemes. Although a fair bit of functional analysis is required the main ideas are rather simple. An informal description of the error analysis is given in section 1.2.
Examples
We begin by giving some examples of the results obtained from the analysis to follow.
Applications to a general family of nonparametric regression estimators are detailed in Cox and O'Sullivan(1989) . For each example discussed here, the parameter of interest is a univariate real-valued function defined on a bounded interval which we take to be ( may be shown to be the unique minimizer of I.
The parameter space for each of these examples will be a Sobolev space given by: 
Taken together these linearizations yield an expansion for the estimation error as
(1.14)
The continuous linearization provides information on the asymptotic bias (first term) of the estimator while the discrete linearization gives information on its asymptotic sampling variability (second term). Explicit error estimates are derived using spectral analysis which is described in section 2. The entire analysis draws heavily on the techniques developed in Cox(l988).
Theoretical Framework
This section provides some of the formal framework needed for the analysis to follow. 
r(A.,b) =K3(A.,b )d(A.,a).
Assumption A.5. As A. - This completes the final step of the proof. 0
Discrete Linearization and Variability Approximation
next result justifies the discrete linearization for a fixed sequence of A'S. For 0~b~ex
and al E N eo put Thus it is only necessary to study the quantities 
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